What do you think of when you hear the pitter-patter of feet? Lunchtime joggers about to overwhelm you? Sweaty bodies dancing to the aerobic tunes of Michael Jackson (who's he?)? Well, a new city program called KIDS' PLACE hopes to give "new" meaning to the sound of happy feet in Seattle. Come to our April meeting and find out how we can make our neighborhood more attractive to our families with kids. Also get some good ideas from the KIDS' PLACE representative about things to do with children in the City.

So long suburbs - HELLO, SEATTLE!

---

ANNUAL MEETING

"Ask not what your community can do for you, but ask what you can do for your community"

Come and be a part of the most exciting and unique neighborhood in Seattle! The Eastlake Annual meeting is traditionally held in May and is when we elect new officers for the Community Council. For the past two years, Dan Reiss has single handedly kept our Council 'n tact and it is time to reward him with some R&R. We need volunteers and nominations for the position of president, v.p. and sec./tres., as well as people who will lend their experience, expertise and enthusiasm for the E.C.C. Board. We have lots of great ideas on the back burners but few people to stir the ladle. We'll discuss these ideas at the April and May meetings so come and see if any of them tickles your fancy. Meanwhile, watch for the next newsletter to find out more about the ANNUAL MEETING on May 21.
Basking in the glow of the recent 70° weather, the thoughts of many Eastlakers were no doubt turned toward firewood. FIREWOOD? Yes, now is the time to get the best prices on home delivered wood for your fireplace or wood stove. Like several other neighborhoods in Seattle, the E.C.C. is forming a co-op to get even further reductions on wood prices. After calling many companies, we have narrowed the list to two that will offer a cord of alder for about $85; maple for about $95. Both cords are green, split and come in varying lengths. These prices compare with a current market price of $95 for alder and $110 for maple. Of course, the cost goes up for dry wood and as the winter season draws near.

Before we can commit to either company, we need to find out how many in our neighborhood are interested in purchasing wood. Please fill out the below form and return it to Carol Eychaner, 2348 Franklin Ave. E., by April 22. We need to act fast in order to get these prices.

Talk with your neighbor and join in the FIREWOOD CO-OP. We'll do the organization and you'll get a good price. Don't be caught out in the cold when our first chilly night comes along!

YES! I want to help take care of Eastlake. My dues are enclosed.

NAME: __________________________ DUES:

ADDRESS: _______________________ Household ($6.00) __________

PHONE: __________________________ Senior Citizens ($3.00) __________

Interests:

*Please mail my newsletter($2.00 EXTRA) __________
Eastlake Defense Fund Donation __________

TOTAL __________

MAIL TO: EASTLAKE COMMUNITY COUNCIL, 108 E. ROANOKE, SEATTLE, WA 98102